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The comparison function is based on the prices of 174
private label products of 7 market research and price

comparison companies. BILD Tageszeitung would like to
thank the brands and retailers for their cooperation.
However, BILD Tageszeitung can also detect that, in
some cases, the discount providers themselves are

asking for higher prices than they would normally agree
to for branded products. According to BILD, Aldi and Lidl
have the highest average discount rates among private-
label suppliers, but within a year they have increased the
prices of brand-protected products by an average of 11

percent. In the second half of the year, BILD went further
than the other newspapers; for over half of the products,
the discounter became more expensive. However, there
is an almost opposite effect for wholesalers. They have

become 30 percent cheaper in the consumer's eyes
during the second half. How and where can YOU save

energy, for example when shopping, cooking What does
the state have to change BILD readers can ask their
questions at the big anti-expensive summit on Friday
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from 10am to 12pm Among others with the price expert
Sven Reuter (CEO of the price info app smhaggle): 01802
00 2903 According to the survey by the price comparison

app Smhaggle for the Lebensmittel Zeitung (LZ), the
prices of private-label products rose by an average of 23

percent in the first half of this year, compared with an
increase of 11 percent for name brands. In the first half
of last year, the retail price of own-brand products had

risen by 12 percent, compared with a growth of 6
percent for name brands.
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for this purpose, 20 different brand-name products were
compared with the own-brand counterparts of five

different supermarket chains. the result: those who buy
own brands instead of branded products pay around 45
percent less at the checkout - almost half the price! the
online price comparison website smhaggle compiled the

data of the price comparison app smhaggle, which
launched at the beginning of this year. it then compared
private and branded food products - namely "own brand"

and "own-brand - against branded brands at different
discount supermarkets. the result shows that many
branded products sold at discount supermarkets are

being priced much higher than their own-brand
counterparts. they are also on sale for up to 40 per cent

more than the branded version. at rewe, the price
differences for the own-brand products between branded

and own-branded products are in some cases higher
than the difference in price between branded products.

this means that the price of own-brand products is higher
than that of the branded products. at rewe, for example,
own-brand equivalents are on sale for 65 percent more

than branded equivalents. the same is true for
comparison at edeka where own-brand products are on
sale for 50 percent more than branded products. that
this applies to discount supermarkets and prices is not

the only case. according to a report from the price
comparison website smhaggle, the "own-brand" products
are 50 percent more expensive than branded products at
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the discount supermarket chains edeka and rewe.
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